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ABSTRACT

First of all, we are all living in an ever globalizing world. In other words, the world we live in is globalizing at an incredible pace. As a result of this, commercial race has become a harsh competition than ever. Therefore, arbitration in international commerce has become a desirable method through the world. The reason for is that arbitration is an independent and open way, put into practice by experts chosen by the parties and brought into the end in a fast way.

The U.S. is the leading country about the arbitrability of competition law related subjects. Progressions in the U.S. especially the second look doctrine has effected the E.U. competition law as well and with help of the comparative analysis it will be shown how arbitrability of competition law disputes are viewed in the U.S. and E.U.

In this context, this paper will address the essential legal grounds of arbitration in the U.S. and E.U. Hence, legal frame in the U.S. and E.U. regarding arbitration will be discussed first and afterwards the coverage of arbitrability and the courts decisions about arbitration in terms of competition law will be analyzed.

This study shows what kind of problems may occur in the commercial world relating to competition law. Thus, this study proposes a functional approach to solve the competition law disputes with using arbitration procedures. In that regard, this thesis will focus on the term of arbitrability and indicate what kind of advantages arbitration has in competition law disputes for the parties.
INTRODUCTION

"Of all mankind’s adventure in search of peace and justice, arbitration is among the earliest. Long before law was established, or courts were organized, or judges had formulated principles of law, men had resorted to arbitration for the resolving of discord, the adjustment of differences, and the settlement of disputes."¹

The first vice president of the American Arbitration Association, Frances Kellor expresses the arbitration as quoted above in his 1948 dated book where he tells the historical development of arbitration and the way of application on that time which was met with great interest; and Missouri Law Journal in April of the same year devoted its issue to a symposium on arbitration². When you go back even further, it is seen that in 1786 one of the first arbitration committee formed under the New York Chamber of Commerce³. On the other hand, the date of international arbitration in the modern sense extends to 1794 "Jay Treaty" which is signed between United States and the United Kingdom⁴, wherein the said agreement has been the source of 1872 Alabama Agreement and with the agreement, commercial arbitration has gained an international dimension next to national qualifications⁵.

In the historical development of arbitration, it was previously seen as an alternative to the traditional trial. However, this approach has changed over time and the increase in the volume of international relations and trade, widespread adoption of arbitration has been the driving force literally. Today, arbitration is not considered as subsidiary or alternative to the court but as separate judgement system operating along with the court. The most important outcome of this; unlike alternative methods of dispute, arbitration is binding and more importantly, represents the final judgment (res judicata). The thing which is important in terms of our subject is that what kind of contributions do arbitration judgement have in terms of competition law.

The use of dispute resolution of arbitration and mediation, to resolve commercial disputes with a competition component has increased rapidly in recent years. This interaction between arbitration and competition law has encouraged a energetic debate amongst academics and practitioners and has led to interesting jurisprudential developments⁶.

This study proposes a general view of the E.U. and U.S. competition laws and their connections with the arbitrability. Also, it proposes an useful approach to choose why international commercial arbitration is necessary and useful for the parties. In that sense, this study will recommend that if the competition law policies of states connected with a dispute serve opposing and conflicting goals, the arbitration has many benefits to solve the possible issues.

In line with this abovementioned explanation, the main question of this thesis is to find an answer for the following question: what is the role of arbitration in competition law and what are its benefits in the light of U.S. and E.U. law systems? The main reason for this question is that the world is more global than ever at the present time and arbitration has an undeniable important role for competition law conflicts today. Hence, this study will explain the U.S. and E.U. arbitration systems and regulations to the parties to understand clearly and

⁴ The respective agreement is seen as the beginning point of the modern international arbitration (Alford, R. “The American Influence on International Arbitration”, J. On Disp. Resolution, 19 Ohio St 69, (2003), p. 72.
⁵ In the modern sense, international commercial arbitration’s beginning as a trial method dates back to the older times.
guide the parties who want to use arbitration clause in an accurate way in their agreements. Also, this study will state the different approaches to the arbitrability and doctrines in order to compare and see the conflicts in literature and different law stages. So that, it will enlighten the different considerations in arbitrability in competition law.

This study focuses on these issues:

- What is the framework of arbitrability in competition law?
- What are the regulations of arbitration in competition law and its use of practice in U.S. and E.U. law systems?
- What are the stages of arbitrability disputes in competition law?
- What kind of approaches have U.S. and E.U. law systems to the arbitration disputes?
- What is the importance of second look doctrine?
- What are the possible issues of arbitrability in E.U. competition law?
- What are the benefits of arbitration in competition disputes?
- What should the parties take into account to make an accurate arbitration agreement in respect of competition disputes?

Today, progress in arbitration as a method of dispute resolution, is shaped in line with interior regulations and court practices of countries. Accordingly, in the study, in the first chapter, the definition of arbitration will be explained. In the second chapter, general legal framework for arbitrability and its appearance in competition law will be drawn up, then in the third chapter, regarding the United States and the European Union, application of competition law in terms of the arbitration process and application examples will be discussed. In the fourth part of the study, competition disputes and commercial arbitration will be mentioned. As follows, in the fifth chapter, the different issues in competition law regarding to arbitration will be told. As conclusion, in the last chapter, taking the conclusions from comparative law into account, it will be mentioned about the conclusion and focus on the question that why should the parties choose the arbitrability in possible competition law disputes and what should the parties take into account when they deal with arbitration agreements.
CHAPTER 1: Definition

Common law authors have defined arbitration as: “two or more parties faced with a dispute which they can not resolve themselves, agreeing that some private individual will resolve it for them and if the arbitration runs its full course, it will not be settled by a compromise, but by a decision.”

Arbitration is a private way to solve the problems. That is why, arbitrators differ from judges that they have the authority to settle the law but not the power to apply it. The expenditures of the dispute are compensated by parties. Arbitration is mostly used for the commercial disputed between the parties. Arbitration has also a distinguished feature that it serves the possibility solve the disputes between the parties in a quick manner. Besides, arbitration can be both international and institutional or ad hoc.

There are some advantages of arbitration before the process of resolving a dispute in court. Firstly, arbitration allows the parties more flexibility over the legal process. So that, they can choose the arbitrator with their own will. Also, arbitration provides a faster process to solve the issues between the parties than the classical court process. Beside these, arbitration can provide a wider enforcement of decision that the current applicable law.

On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages of arbitration before the process of resolving a dispute in court. Firstly, arbitration has not the rigidity as public enforcement of competition law. Moreover, parties have no some obligations such as presenting documents. Furthermore, there is not enough openness during the arbitration process. Also, there can be conflicts with the decisions of two different arbitrators or with a competition authority. Finally, the previous versions of the disputes which are already solved by an arbitrator are not registered and this may cause different approaches to competition law.

During the process of temporary arbitration judgement, a portion of the arbitration procedure, pursuant to predetermined rules / laws which are penned or referred completely by the parties (and which is usually determined by institutional arbitration), takes place under the control of the referee with the consent of them or parties. Institutional arbitration in the arbitration court is being implemented by organizations which have rules governing arbitration proceedings in detail and technical/administrative organizations to apply these rules. Today, there are lots of institutional arbitration centers around the world some part of which are created by organizations under bilateral and multilateral agreements concluded between states (ICC, AAA, etc.), some are chambers of commerce and industry at national level (Istanbul Chamber of Commerce) which are constituted by universities and institutions.

---

9 In order to help the ones, who prefer this arbitration, to maintain their arbitration activities in the frame of international quality rules, UNCITRAL developed a range of arbitration rules in accordance with the law no 31/98, in its general assembly on December 15, 1976. For the 2010 revision of these rules see also: www.pca-cpa.org/showfile.asp?fil_id=1724 (access date: 22.04.2014).
10 The main institutional arbitration centers that carry the arbitration of the arbitrators in Turkey are Istanbul Chamber of Commerce Arbitration Court and Turkish Union of Chambers and Exchange Commodities Arbitration Court located in Ankara.
CHAPTER 2: The Arbitrability and Its Appearance In Competition Law

2.1 Concept of the Arbitrability

The principle of "freedom of will of the parties" in arbitration procedure, by leaving out the judgment of the national court system (opt-out), it gives them the possibility to resolve disputes through arbitration\(^\text{11}\). However, freedom of party wills also have some limitations.

Nowadays, when the regulations of national law are viewed, it is seen that all disputes are not suitable to arbitration and states separate some of the issues related to arbitration with "red lines". In fact, the greater the intervention of states in arbitral proceedings\(^\text{12}\), the lesser favorable areas to arbitration\(^\text{13}\). However, in recent years in many countries, the number of areas where national legislation favorable to arbitration quickly increased and it is seen that in some countries apart from some limitations, arbitration become free. On the other hand, for the arbitration to maintain its validity from the beginning of the trial process to the fulfillment of decisions depends on the validity of arbitration agreement. For these reasons, regarding the conditions of validity of the arbitration agreement from the beginning, it is necessary to clarify the concept of arbitrability.

It is focused on two basic criteria for arbitration agreement to be valid in accordance with the consent between the parties and in a lawful manner. The first of these criteria the "subject" meaning that subject-matter of an arbitration agreement must be resolvable by arbitration; this is called "objective arbitrality". The other is used to indicate who is authorized to submit their dispute to the arbitration which this condition is called "subjective arbitrality"\(^\text{14}\).

The concept of arbitrability is used sometimes in a broader scope. For example, the U.S. Supreme Court's 1995 decision in First Options & Kaplan\(^\text{15}\). So, it can be said that in U.S., the concept of arbitrability, in a wider sense compared to other countries, is used as to include the scope and validity of the arbitration agreement\(^\text{16}\). However, in order to avoid confusion, in the terminology of both national and international arbitration, the arbitrability should be limited in the sense of being objective and subjective.

In the field of cross-border rules relating to international arbitration in which the text of the international conventions, to give a general description about convenience to arbitration is seen to be avoided. For example, prepared by UNCTRAL, revised in 2010 in the Model Law, the convenience to arbitration is unspecified; however, in paragraph 5 of Article 1, each state is given the right to arrange arbitrability in domestic law issues. Similarly, the United Nations New York Convention, which is the most important regulation on international trade and arbitration\(^\text{17}\), there is no regulation for arbitrability; only each state is given the right to arrange arbitrability in domestic law issues by courts. At this point, regarding criteria used in national legislation in terms of arbitrability, it is possible to group them in the following way:

\(^{12}\) The intervention process there starts after the demand of the judgement’s cancellation of one side when their arbitration judgement results turn out to be in the wrong.
\(^{13}\) According to Carbonneau, the convenience to arbitration draws the line between the point where the freedom of agreement ends and the common quality of arbitration authority. Carbonneau, T. F., “Arbitrability: International and Comparative Perspectives”, Kluwer Law International, (2009), p.143.
\(^{14}\) The convenience to the subjective arbitration is largely related with whether it is authorised to solve the disputes in government or public attempts or not in doctrine, and is excluded from the extent of the research ( Fouchard, Galliard, Goldman, “on International Commercial Arbitration”, Kluwer Law International, Boston, London,(1999), p. 313). In the following part of the research, the statement of the arbitrability will be used just to define the objective arbitrability (in term of subject) to arbitration.
\(^{16}\) To reach more detailed information about the extent of the convenience to arbitration in USA see also: Mistelis and others Arbitrability: "International and Commercial Perspectives", 2009, in Shore (2009), The United States Perspective of Arbitrability chapter 4-2.
\(^{17}\) According to the convention, the foreign arbitrator decisions are binding the agreement countries. The contracting countries are obligant to perform the decisions of the foreign arbitrators in accordance with their own laws.
Only the provisions about disputes subject to settlement agreement being arbitrability,

Only the provisions that allow to apply arbitration in the issues of free will,

The provisions that regulate dispute areas which may or not be subject to arbitration with the method of numerus clausus.

The criteria of being convenient to compromise before the establishment of reform on arbitrability in German law, is also seen today in many other countries. Belgium\(^\text{18}\), Spain\(^\text{19}\) and Italy\(^\text{20}\) can be shown\(^\text{21}\) among these countries.

In French law, it is accepted that; it can be referred to arbitration on the issues where everyone is able to dispose and in general, the issues that concern the public order may not be appealed to arbitration. On the other hand, there is no distinction according to the dispute in terms of being limited to domestic law or having international qualification. Accordingly, the application area of arbitration should be expanded by forefront of the scope of "international public order" in disputes of international qualification unlike the domestic law.

Apart from all these criteria, it can be said that the most developed understanding is "criteria of assets" on the subject of being convenient to arbitration. Concept of all demand types about assets in Swiss Private International Law Act article 177\(^\text{22}\) is accepted as the system that minimizes the limits of subject of convenience to arbitration. The referred system had been an origin to the amendments made in German Civil Procedure Code and by propelling a provision saying that demands not related to assets also be resolved by arbitration to the extent that convenient to compromise, it is gone a step further and special provisions in other laws relating to the convenience of arbitration rights are reserved.

Another concept closely related to the arbitrability is the "public order" concept\(^\text{23}\). However, public order is not the same thing with arbitrability; it is also a factor like arbitrability which may limit the sides freedom. Public order in fact is one of the problematic areas which can limit the will of parties with arbitrability. Some conflicts are so sensitive to public order that, it is accepted that disputes arise from these issues should be resolved under the jurisdiction of state courts (for example, disputes arising from the criminal law). It is seen that, the concept of public order does not have a definition made in legislation of national or international law.

2.2 Arbitrability in Competition Law

It is seen that arbitration and competition law is essentially two disciplines which are very different from each other although some issues worth mentioning that these two fields

---

\(^{18}\) Belgian Judicial Code Art. 1676(1).

\(^{19}\) According to Spanish Arbitration Law, the subjects which parties can freely dispose on, are convenient for arbitration. The inconvenient subjects for the arbitration are counted in the form of catalog.

\(^{20}\) Italian Code of Civil Procedure Art. 806.

\(^{21}\) According to Austrian Law of Civil Procedure, the criteria of the convenience to arbitration is envisioned for the disputes whose matter is not related with money, and in the law with the change made in 2006, it is possible to make an arbitration agreement in the disputes related with wealth. Similarly, in the private law systems, the limits of the convenience of the arbitration are the issues on which the parties cannot dispose freely.

\(^{22}\) Switzerland’s Federal Code on Private International Law (CPIL), Art. 177.

So it is aimed that all kind of disputes related with any kind of demands except from wealth should be solved by Swiss National Courts. (Brekovoukak, S., “Law Applicable to Arbitrability: Revisiting the Revisited lex fori ”, Queen Mary University of London, School of Law Legal Studies Research Paper, (2009), p.102.

complement each other to the extent. Competition authorities restrict competitive behaviours in the market while providing public benefit; arbitration exists as a hybrid system to merge the interests of private law with the public interest.

Competition authorities are tasked with protecting the competitive environment in the market as a final goal and thereby serve the public interest. On the other hand, although arbitration is a kind of judicial system that will of parties are superior, these judges carrying out the trial are obliged to comply with the competition in the relevant laws and regulations concerning private intrusive or prescriptive rules relating to public order as a final goal. Thus, while delivering a judgement in arbitration proceedings, which is in accordance with the principle of equity, with the qualification of exact provision, subject to certain formalities and, with possible to execution; the public interest should be protected as well.

Essentially, in the target of arbitration, a market economy with free competition and trade exist. Today, it is possible to see the effects of a broad interpretation of the scope of arbitration availability of its ongoing trends also in the field of competition law. Appearance of the arbitral proceedings in the competition law has a dual structure as:

- Arbitration where individuals (arbitrator) or arbitration agencies apply competition law as private law enforcement,
- Arbitration as a tool to assist competition authorities by public law practice

The application of the arbitrator often serves to transfer the damages given by the party which violates the rules of competition law in an ex post (successor) way. And in the application of the competition authorities (for example, conditional on the decision to allow the merger to be included in the arbitration clause), arbitration serves as ex-ante (predecessor).

Competition authorities were initially wary to arbitration with the concerns that enterprises may use it to avoid competition rules or referees in the domestic legal provisions may eliminate the mandatory rules. In this approach, the arbitration having unique rules such as privacy and providing superiority to will of parties have been effective. However, today, primarily defense brought to this approach is; if these rules in domestic law not taken into consideration due to its unique nature, it would prevent the enforceability of the judgment as a result of the trial; by this way, the development and dissemination of the arbitration process will be damaged and judgement which bring such a result would not be desirable by referees. At this point, due to the flexibility, confidentiality and impartiality of the method of arbitration, the preference rate against the court proceedings is increasing.

Adoption of the method of arbitration proceedings in terms of disputes arising from breach of competition has first appeared in the United States and in later years, with the process of modernization of competition law in E.U. countries and Switzerland with claims arising from disputes to arbitration in some aspects has been considered favorable.

Development of arbitration practice in competition law plays an important role in terms of some structural differences exist in the two legal systems and arbitration practice and scope of this phenomenon directly affects the results. In the next chapter, respectively, U.S. and E.U. law practice in arbitration will be described on the basis of availability in the nature.

---

24 So, especially in the desicions of the EU Comission’s conditional union permissions, the function of public welfare in arbitration judgements gains density. As will be mentioned in detail in the following part, the arbitration judgement in conditional permission desicions have a function to protect the third parties’ welfares which are affected from the processes held by the comission, and observe the welfare balance among the third parties. According to Idot, the arbitration mechanism in conditional permission desicions assumes to be an assistant to the authorities in the extent of public law applications while departing from private law. (Idot-OECD 2011, 67).

of the building blocks of arbitration decisions; in the mentioned law systems, arbitration results will take place in the application areas of competition law.

2.3 Arbitrability of Competition Law Claim

The concept of arbitrability concerns the issues if a specific issue like competition law claim can be related to arbitration. The issue of arbitrability can appear in different stages. First of all, a party can appeal whether the issue is arbitrable. In this situation, the arbitrator should make a conclusion about this request. Secondly, a party may raise an objection in regard to arbitrability during the jurisdiction of the state court based on the arbitration clause.

National competition law claims are mostly arbitrable in E.U. countries. On the other hand, there are still some restrictions. This restrictions should not be ignored by the arbitrator. Beside this, the actions of the arbitrator is restricted in specific matters in E.U. by the Commission. However, the courts have accepted the arbitrability of antitrust claims, the area of these claims are not stil obvious.

2.4 Applicable Law

The arbitrator is responsible for choosing the mandatory rules of a concrete law system to reach a conclusion about the presented issue. There are three systems if an issue is arbitrable or not: lex contractus, the lex arbitri or the law of the country enforcement. The New York Convention has not stated any point about this distinctions.

The arbitrator should apply the mandatory rules freely instead of considering conflict of law analyses and condition of the cases. Because, conflict of law approach is sometimes useless that deciding of a particular legal system is not workable. On the other hand, the law of the place of arbitration of competition law is not always suitable, because, execution and the center of the parties are not located there.

Thus, when an arbitrator should decide an applicable competition law, the arbitrator should implement a functional approach to determine the applicable competition law. The arbitrator should keep in mind the mandatory rules of competition law and its results of application and non-application.
CHAPTER 3: The General Competition Concept and Arbitration in the E.U and U.S. Competition Systems

Due to the characteristic differences between the two law regimes, it may happen conflicts between the two regimes. U.S. system is mainly based on the consumer welfare and it depends on the minimize consumer welfare loses. On the other hand, E.U. system is initially interested in market integration and its primary goal is eliminating the barriers between the member states.

3.1 Arbitration in the U.S. Competition Law

Judicial localities in the U.S. have adopted an opposing attitude towards arbitration during the Industrial Revolution. Until the 1920s, U.S. courts saw arbitration as an opponent of public order and denied arbitration proceeding with the worry that it would be an intervention to their very own jurisdiction. However, U.S. Senate ratified Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) in 1924 and encouraged arbitration as a method of resolving disputes despite the contrary attitudes of courts towards arbitration. Supreme Court used the expression “national policy that ratifies arbitration” for the law mentioned in Southland verdict.

A milestone in the use of arbitration in international agreements that involve businesses of the U.S. was reached in 1970 when the New York Convention became acted by the addition of Chapter 2 to the FAA. In 1990, the Federal Arbitration Act was widened by the enactment of Chapter 3 of the Act, the Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law adopted the UNCITRAL.

Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration in 1985 and as modified in 2006. According to UNCITRAL. The Model Law is designed to assist states in reforming and modernizing their laws on arbitral procedure so as to take into account the particular features and needs of international commercial arbitrations. It covers all stages of the arbitral process from the arbitration agreement, the composition and jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal and the extent of court intervention through to the recognition and enforcement of the arbitral award. It reflects worldwide consensus on key aspects of international arbitration practice having been accepted by States of all regions and the different legal or economic systems of the world. The UNCITRAL Model Law is not binding, but states may approve it by combying it into their domestic law.

Today, FFA is the fundamental law which regulates commercial arbitration in the U.S. The aforementioned regulation includes all subject- matters that influence trade and all arbitration proceedings regulated with respect to a written arbitration treaty. In addition to the aforesaid regulation, states have made their own legal regulations eligible to international arbitration, and some states have adopted international regulations such as UNCITRAL.

---

Model Law during this process\textsuperscript{33}. Arbitration laws of the states encourage implementing arbitration awards of FAA provisions in the current situation and reversing judgments is unique to limited situations\textsuperscript{34}.

Arbitrability has not been regulated in FAA clearly\textsuperscript{35}. Yet, in interpreting arbitrability, it is possible to mention the existence of a presumption in the law in favour of arbitration. Therefore, the law involves a policy in favour of arbitration. As a result of this, arbitrability is shaped by the opinion of the courts. In a case in which this issue came up,\textsuperscript{36} Supreme Court of U.S. stated that this kind of arbitrability issues must be tackled by considering the federal politics that approach arbitration to competition law positively.

Together with the increase in trading volume in the U.S., arbitrability of competition law disputes has been an attractive issue. During this process, the question of whether arbitration contracts deciding that disputes over competition law would be resolved via arbitration would be valid or not, has been a matter of controversy both in the U.S. and in other countries where verdicts by these contracts are put into effect.

In 1970, the Congress ratified the New York Convention which was ratified by 55 countries in 1958 by enforcing article 2 of FFA. The Convention which aims commercial arbitration treaties to be recognised and applied with a liberal approach has been supported by many sectors, primarily by the business sector.

A significant limitation has been brought for the recognition of arbitration award as per article V(2) and accordingly, in the case that the dispute subject to foreign arbitration award was considered ineligible to arbitration according to the law of the country where it would be enforced, this verdict would not be recognized in that country. Clause (b) of the same article mentions public order as a cause of limitation; thus, the questions of both what the content of dispute ineligible to arbitration is and what must be understood from public order came up. At this point, drawing the lines of arbitrability and public order in line with the verdicts is of importance in terms of whether other provisions of the New York Convention would be applied or not.

\subsection{3.2 Arbitration in E.U. Law}

The commencement of the trend in which private law sanctions gained importance in EU competition law traces back to the Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty\textsuperscript{37}. The increase in private law sanctions regarding competition breaches in EU member countries courts has brought into the question of how and to what extent demands arising from private law could be brought to arbitration judgement.

The reason for competition law disputes to be taken to arbitration judgement is mostly the existence of a contract between the parties. Sometimes, disputes regarding competition law can be taken to court as the principal case, but most of the time in practice it occurs when the defendant asserts invalidity of the contract due to contradiction to competition law in the court as a plea (Euro-defence). On the other hand, in some situations parties may decide to


\textsuperscript{34} As per FFA article 10 these situations are a) the verdict’s being given by means of deceit or perverting the course of justice b) arbitrators acting dishonestly while making decision c) arbitrators not examining proofs or giving up acting unbiased against one of the parties d) arbitrators exceeding their authority or concluding before the dispute issue is completed.

\textsuperscript{35} However, in Chapter 9 of the Code, arbitration is limited in terms of disputes of which party are shipmen, railway workers or workers employed in international trade.

\textsuperscript{36} Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24-25 (1983).

\textsuperscript{37} The Legislation to be mentioned in the study from now on will be referred as Regulation no. 1/2003.
take the dispute to arbitration by mutual agreement. Another frequent dispute that is taken to arbitration judgement is when action for compensation is taken to court following the determination of breach within the context of competition rules by the Commission or member countries competition authorities. In such a case the duty of the arbitration is to determine the extent of damages on the basis of quantitative proofs provided by the parties. Finally, as per article 9 of Regulation no 1/2003\textsuperscript{38}, claims regarding the correct implementation of access approval conditions and obligations might be taken to arbitration\textsuperscript{39}.

Today, in many European countries mainly in Austria, Belgium, Britain, France, Germany and Italy arbitration eligibility of demands arising from competition law is accepted and in practice these demands are determined via arbitration courts. Despite exceptions in practice, it is possible to speak of a consensus in Europe in the issue of arbitrability of competition law in general and article 102 and 102 of the Treaty in private. There are many verdicts in which ICC examined and resolved commercial contracts as per article 101(2) of the Treaty\textsuperscript{40}.

In conclusion, it is stated that arbitrability of disputes in terms of E.U. competition law has been resolved in a positive way for a long time with the effect of practices\textsuperscript{41}. However, it can be said that arbitrability in competition, which is a problematic issue, will continue to be discussed and shaped by practices. In order to develop a better understanding of this process, it will be a good idea to refer to the verdicts of European Court of Justice and the Commission.

Non-arbitrability of the verdict by subject-matter by the arbitrators and public order have been regulated as two separate causes for denial, but it has been discussed that arbitrability is indeed equivalent to public order\textsuperscript{42}.

\textsuperscript{38} Article 9, Commitments:
1. Where the Commission intends to adopt a decision requiring that an infringement be brought to an end and the undertakings concerned offer commitments to meet the concerns expressed to them by the Commission in its preliminary assessment, the Commission may by decision make those commitments binding on the undertakings. Such a decision may be adopted for a specified period and shall conclude that there are no longer grounds for action by the Commission.
2. The Commission may, upon request or on its own initiative, reopen the proceedings: (a) where there has been a material change in any of the facts on which the decision was based; (b) where the undertakings concerned act contrary to their commitments; or (c) where the decision was based on incomplete, incorrect or misleading information provided by the parties.


CHAPTER 4: Competition Disputes and Commercial Arbitration

International commercial arbitration has become the most popular problem solving element in the last decades especially between the international relations. Especially, competition law disputes are not recognized totally as a problem solving mechanism, because there were concerns of the countries to protect their mandatory provision of laws. On the other hand, arbitration law has shown a great development in time and it recognized now as an element to solve disputes by many courts and law systems. New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards\(^{43}\) has an important role for this process.

4.1 The Basis For Arbitration Competition Disputes

There are legal grounds for arbitrating competition disputes such as international documents New York Convention and Geneva Convention\(^ {44}\). Today, most of the international commercial agreements use the arbitration as a dispute resolution method for the possible antitrust concerns that may be claimed by the parties. It is also stated that competition law disputes occur from an ordinary contractual dispute submitted to arbitration\(^ {45}\). But before the enactment of New York Convention, arbitration of competition disputes have seen as a dangerous element that arbitrators can harm the public law norms.

New York Convention set a different two notions as subject matter arbitrability and public policy to refuse recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards\(^ {46}\). Hence, member states can adjust their provisions that disputes can be submitted to arbitration and national courts can determine the public policy infringements.

In Europe, countries such as France and England’s national laws on commercial arbitration are based on the UNCITRAL Model Law\(^ {47}\). This law does not cope with the subject matter arbitrability and countries can make a distinction with the specific type of disputes. On the other hand, legal provisions do not always give the answer of arbitrability and they give the responsibility to national courts to fill the gaps.

4.2 Stages of the Arbitrability Disputes

An issue may be existed by the claims of the parties or the court’s decisions. Various considerations may be given depending on the different stages. According to Varady, there are mainly four stages when arbitrability disputes may occur:

Before a national court deliberating whether to enforce an arbitration agreement; before the arbitrators themselves as they try to decide the scope of their competence; before a court, generally in the country where the arbitration has taken place, in an action to set aside the award; and, finally, before a court asked to recognize and enforce the award\(^ {48}\).

All these four stages differ from each other in regarding to applicable law. So that, at different stages different norms should be used.

---


\(^{46}\) Article V(2)(a)-(b)

\(^{47}\)Available at: http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/arbitration/ml-arb/07-86998_Ebook.pdf

According to the New York Convention, the court of a Contracting State, when seized of an action in a matter in respect of which the parties have made an agreement within the meaning of this article, shall, at the request of one of the parties, refer the parties to arbitration, unless if the court reaches the conclusion that arbitration agreement is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{49} Article II(3)
CHAPTER 5: Arbitrability in Different Issues in Competition Law

5.1 U.S. : The Position of U.S. Courts

Prior to Mitsubishi verdict of Supreme Court dated 1985 in which case the United States Supreme Court decided to concern arbitration of antitrust claims, U.S. courts decided that demands of competition law were not eligible to arbitration steadily. The court in American Safety decision approached the issue rather restrictedly by saying “a claim under the antitrust laws is not merely a private matter”. In the justification of the verdict, this situation was explained as “Antitrust violations can affect hundreds of thousands –perhaps millions– of people and inflict staggering economic damage,… in fashioning a rule to govern the arbitrability of antitrust claims we must consider the rule’s potential effect…We do not believe that Congress intended such claims to be resolved elsewhere than in the courts”. For this reason, it was stated in the law. Therefore, even it is not clearly given in the decision, that disputes resulting from competition laws can not be resolved via arbitration. Additional reasons advanced by courts in favor of nonarbitrability included that: “private suits aid enforcement; contracts generating antitrust disputes are often contracts of adhesion;” antitrust litigation required sophistication rather than the speed and simplicity of arbitrations; and antitrust was too important to be left to private parties. The main point emphasized the fact that a system which allocated resolving disputes to courts only would breach international trade and put a damper on businessmen’s desire to make commercial contracts. In this sense, the Court expressed that the Convention’s restrictive provision regarding arbitration had to be interpreted narrowly.

In Scherk case (6 years after the American Safety verdict), it was discussed whether arbitration was a legislative supervision tool or not. It was a 1971 dated case that there was a dispute between a domestic and a foreign company where arbitrability was at issue, the Supreme Court had ordered the parties to arbitration. In the verdict of Supreme Court it was stated that arbitration condition in the contract based on the international commercial relationship between the parties no matter what the dispute was had to be respected and recognized by the federal court as per directed the practice in terms of arbitrability of private legal demands resulting from breaches of competition law.

Mitsubishi case has an important role for arbitrability between the natural persons that breaches the competition laws. In this case the practice in Scherk case was extended and carried into the field of competition law. Two problematic fields were discussed in the case;
one of which was how to approach material rules mandatory in the field of arbitration and whether adjudicators were authorised to decide on demands regarding mandatory rules and in the event that it were possible, what kind of balancing factor arbitration would be in public provisions. Another point discussed was how arbitrators had to behave in relation to mandatory material law rules.

The U.S. Supreme Court in the *Mitsubishi* case very obvious stated that if one of the parties argues a claim of breach of the Sherman Act, the court has to decide on that request, without considering the parties express stipulation in favor of Swiss Law. The Court, however, failed to set up a clear criterion for the application of mandatory norms foreign to the *Lex contraclu*. Rather, it stated:

“The tribunal, however, is bound to effectuate the intentions of the parties. Where the parties have greed that the arbitral body is to decide a defined set of claims which includes, as in these cases, those arising from the application of American anti-trust law, the tribunal therefore should be bound to decide that dispute in accord with the national law giving rise to the claim”.

Consequently, the party could have appealed for the validation of Japanese antitrust law and the arbitrator would have to apply it without the consideration of the applicable law and the fact that the contract is to be performed and almost certainly to be enforced in the U.S.

5.1.1 Reflections of *Mitsubishi* Case and “Second Look” Doctrine

Supreme Court revealed the ground of arbitration judgment in terms of competition rules in the justification of *Mitsubishi* verdict. However, the court also stated that U.S. competition law rules had to be taken into account. Otherwise, arbitration awards could be invalid because of contradiction to public order.

This statement was understood by some writers as a warning the court gave in terms of competition laws arbitrability within the scope of Federal Competition Law. According to these writers in the event that the court did not consider U.S. competition rules during arbitration process, arbitration award could be invalid as a result of contradiction to public order.

It is stated that following the *Mitsubishi* case public order concept started to be used as supervision tool in the arbitrability of disputes related to competition law. According to another view, public order which aims to protect basic values of countries is a necessary and sufficient means to prevent breach of basic principles of competition law.

On the purpose of providing equity, in the event of competition disputes, the national courts partially interfere to arbitrators during the process for those who can be negatively affected from the execution of competition law; besides, they reserved a right to judicial review of arbitral awards. So called, the second look doctrine was introduced by the U.S. Court in Mitsubishi case. The second look doctrine is put into words in the following dicta:

---

59 *Mitsubishi*, supra note 83 at 636.
61 The general statements of Gordon Blanke.
63 Mitsubishi case, supra note 13.
"having permitted the arbitration to go forward, the national courts of the United States will have the opportunity at the award-enforcement stage to ensure that the legitimate interest in the enforcement of the antitrust law has been addressed"64.

“Second look” doctrine has been considered as a guarantee for the ultimate review of compliance of arbitration awards with laws and legal practices. The court stated that in the case that an arbitration verdict was demanded to be applied in U.S. as per the provisions of the New York Convention, the review of arbitration verdicts by local courts in the US would prevail. However, the court stated that the review of arbitration verdicts regarding antitrust demands within the scope of Sherman Law would be rather limited and that the purpose of the review was to secure that antitrust demands were listened to and resolved during the arbitration judgment process.

On the one hand, court has revealed the legitimacy of arbitration judgment and it has hinted at the necessity that the verdicts must be made by means of court’s approval. For this reason, it can be inferred that Supreme Court expects parties to obey competition laws in the U.S. even though they have the freedom to choose the law to apply. In his opinion about the implementation of “second look” doctrine in terms of U.S. law, Blessing65 pointed out that arbitration board was not only a right in terms of compliance with U.S. antitrust laws but also had firm commitment. However, at this point, to what extent interference with verdicts must be is unclear. When the implementation limitations of Second look theory are considered, answers to some questions in Mitsubishi verdict are still uncertain.

The focal point of discussions following Mitsubishi case tried to answer the question of to what extent legal review of arbitration awards had to be. In a current verdict66 Supreme Court stated that arbitration verdicts complied with the national policy in the direction that this judgement would be reviewed limitedly and thus causes for discontinuation had to be interpreted limitedly.

It is stated that the main purpose of this verdict is not to open the door for over-judicial review of arbitration judgement67. According to Galbraith what matters is to improve arbitration process and distinguish the review of arbitration verdicts from classic court judgment rather than extending the causes of cancellation of arbitration verdicts68.

Currently, discussions regarding arbitrability and review of arbitration verdicts have focused mainly on arbitrability of class actions and some issues that may arise as a result of some structural features of these cases. Different verdicts have been made regarding the legitimacy of arbitration agreements that prevent potential prosecutors from suing representative or class actions among federal courts. Four appellate divisions allowed for recognition and approval of this kind of arbitration disputes. Two appellate divisions decided in their Ting v AT&T69 and Kristian v. Comcast Corp.70 cases that arbitration clauses could not be contracted for these kinds of cases. On the other hand, the rapid increase in actions for compensation directed the focal point of discussion to class actions in arbitration cases. Nevertheless, in its Stolt-Nielsen71 verdict dated 2010; the Supreme Court pointed out that arbitration in class actions would not be possible so long as it was not stated in the contract between the parties explicitly.

64 Mitsubishi, supra note 83 al 638.
69 Kristian v. Comcast Corp., 446 F.3d 25 (1st Cir. 2006).
70 Ting v. AT&T, 319 F.3d 1126 (9th Cir. 2003).
Consequently, when the development of arbitration in disputes regarding competition laws in the U.S. is examined, it is seen that the last thirty years have seen an acceleration regarding this issue. Although, arbitration practices have developed, a consistent practice regarding the review of verdicts cannot be spoken of. Previously, in the process which started with approving that inter-enterprise competition disputes were applicable to arbitration, there were scope discussions in the review of verdicts together with “second look” doctrine. The generally acclaimed approach was that second look doctrine functioned as a guarantee of courts in the review of verdicts, yet this review could not be a substantive review.

5.2 E.U.: Regulatory and Supervisory Function of the Commission in Arbitration Commitment

In many conditional allowance decisions arbitration procedure is foreseen, it is seen that the Commission has active or passive powers in many phases from choosing the people to carry out arbitration to conducting arbitration. Indeed, this situation results from Commission functioning as a supranational institution. The powers and duties of the Commission during arbitration judgement are as follows:

- Administrative function in cases where parties of the process cannot assign an arbitrator in due date or leaves assigning an arbitrator to the Commission in verdicts that arbitration procedure is foreseen.
- Functioning as supervisory of E.U. competition law rules to able to notify the parties if necessary in any phase from the commencement to the termination of arbitration process.
- Supervisory function for reporting what kind of precautions are taken by the parties to obey the final decision while commitments remain in the force in the phase following the termination of arbitration process and notifying the Commission.

The other Commission decision\(^\text{72}\), the interference of the Commission with the arbitration process via the above said functions are explained that in the event that arbitration parties conflict regarding the interpretation of the commitments in this verdict, the arbitrators will inform the Commission and receive the opinion of the Commission before finalising the arbitration process, The Commission may also notify the arbitrators in any phase of the arbitration process\(^\text{73}\).

On the other hand, it has been stated that the arbitration process will not prevent the Commission from making new decisions regarding the commitments in line with the rights granted by EU Agreement and Mergers Regulation\(^\text{74}\).

Finally, an intervention by the Commission would only be necessary in cases where the parties do not comply with the solutions found by those dispute resolution mechanisms. Therefore, what is privileged in cases in which monitoring of implementation of commitment conditions is left to the arbitrator by the Commission is resolution via arbitration and the intervention of the Commission is limited to problems that are encountered in dispute resolution.

\(^\text{72}\) Lufthansa/Austrian Airlines, 28.8.2009, Comp/M.5440
\(^\text{73}\) Para 9.12.
\(^\text{74}\) Para 9.13.
### 5.2.1 Arbitrability of Merger Control Disputes

In the context article of Council Regulation no. 139/2004\(^75\) regarding the supervision of inter-enterprise concentrations, mergers which prevent competition in the common market in general or in part\(^76\) are accepted to be unyielding and must be prohibited. However, competitive concerns regarding mergers could be eliminated by means of merger remedies. Today, merger remedies are an important tool in terms of the supervision of concentrations that could restrict competition in implementation of EU competition law\(^77\).

Foreseen remedies in order to eliminate anticompetitive impacts that may arise as a result of mergers within the scope of Council Regulation no. 139/2004\(^78\) may front us in many types but basically there are two:

- Parties separating part of the line of business where parties of the merger procedure operate in favour of other competitors (structural remedies).
- Parties of the merger arranging their behaviours in favour of the potential 3\(^{rd}\) party competitors that may operate in the market in the future (behavioural remedies).

In the time course since 1989 when the first draft of the Regulation entered into force, in its many verdicts in which conditional mergers were allowed, the Commission accepted that whether behavioural remedies have been implemented correctly or not must be supervised and that arbitration process must be used for the whole implementation process. Behavioural remedies are generally ensured with the following methods:

- Undertaking access to technological or physical infrastructure in circumstances in which the process party becomes dominant or monopoly.
- Making goods supply or demand contracts within the extent of current or future business relationships between the procedure party and 3\(^{rd}\) person competitors.
- Ensuring long-term contractual relationships in favour of 3\(^{rd}\) person parties by the merging party or customers.
- Ensuring the termination of distribution contracts which bear anticompetitive impacts for 3\(^{rd}\) person competitors by merging party or customers.

Behavioural remedies necessitate that the implication of the aforesaid or similar commitments must be supervised correctly and honestly in the medium term or long term to establish competition in the market. Although it can be said that this supervision has certain costs, in vertical or contrary mergers the advantages arising from behavioural remedies being flexible and changeable must be taken into consideration. Especially, when there is an institution that supervises the related market and when competitors and customers in the market are enthusiastic about supervision of the remedy, more effective supervision of a behavioural remedy is possible.

\(^{75}\) (European Community Merger Regulation) Council Regulation no. 139/2004 which regulates inter-enterprise concentrations.

\(^{76}\) Merger is used as a mutual concept for merger, takeover and joint venture in this chapter.


\(^{78}\) In this chapter the concepts solution and commitment are used interchangeably for the concept “remedy”.

---
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During the initial phases of Council Regulation implementation, extensive monitoring of anticompetitive effects that may arise following the merger procedures has not been made. Especially because behavioural commitments require middle or long term monitoring in the related market, the Commission has not found this kind of commitments favourable. However, this situation changed with the 1992 Gencor verdict of the Commission. In the verdict E.U. Court of First Instance emphasized that the distinction of behavioural and structural commitment in the merger commitments was not rather important and that although structural commitments to prevent the situation from strengthening were preferable in the current situation, behavioural commitments could also serve this aim.

In this way, the court accepted that competitive concerns could be eliminated by not only structural commitments but also behavioural commitments or a by combination of both commitments.

Another related verdict is ARD verdict. In the discussion that the behaviour which is the basis of the commitment must be monitored continuously, the court stated that arbitration was a sufficient method for monitoring. According to the court, 3rd parties who were not satisfied with the results of commitment could apply to arbitration judgement with the procedure party having the burden of proof. Similarly, in the Easy jet verdict, it was stated that competitive concerns in the related market could be eliminated not only by structural commitments but also behavioural commitments or by a combination of these two types and that in this case an analysis had to be made on a case-by-case basis.

The principles that the Commission would consider commitments regarding concentration procedures were explained in the Commission Notice no. 2008/C 267/01 on remedies acceptable (Notice) in a detailed way. In the notice text, arbitration judgment method was included directly and thus arbitration became a policy tool of the Commission in terms of ex-ante supervision of concentrations. The related section of access commitments which refers to arbitration is as follows:

“Access commitments are often complex in nature and necessarily include general terms for determining the terms and conditions under which access is granted. In order to render them effective, those commitments have to contain the procedural requirements necessary for monitoring them, such as the requirement of separate accounts for the infrastructure in order to allow a review of the costs involved, and suitable monitoring devices. Normally, such monitoring has to be done by the market participants themselves, e.g. by those undertakings wishing to benefit from the commitments. Measures allowing third parties themselves to enforce the commitments are in particular access to a fast dispute resolution mechanism via

---

80 Gencor v Commission, Case T-102/96, [1999] CFI. By decision of 24 April 1996, the Commission declared that the concentration was incompatible with the common market on the ground that it would have led to a collective dominant position on the part of the entity arising from the concentration and Amplats in the world platinum and rhodium market.
81 Of course, the burden of proof is not necessarily at the Commission but also at the parties. In the Easyjet Airline Co Ltd v Commission decision the burden of proof was laid upon the parties who were requested to prove that the proceedings had been carried out in a proper way.
82 ARD v Commission, Case T-158/00, 30.9.2003. ARD was in Pay-TV markets and digital interactive television services. It was serious doubts as to compatibility with the common market.
84 Par. 319: “What is preferred in commitments regarding merger procedures that may bear the result of creating or empowering the dominant situation are structural commitments which enable middle or long term monitoring. Also, commitments that may be described as prima facie behavioural could be appropriate in this kind of merger procedures.”
86 According to Brozolo arbitration mechanism in merger verdicts in not different that classic commercial arbitration in which disputes regarding competition law are resolved. Therefore, arbitration here is not a new device in terms of supervisory duty of the Commission (Brozolo, R., “Arbitration in EC Merger Control: Old Wine In A New Bottle”, EBLR (Special Edition), (2008), p.8).
arbitration proceedings (together with trustees) or via arbitration proceedings involving national regulatory authorities if existing for the markets concerned. If the Commission can conclude that the mechanisms foreseen in the commitments will allow the market participants themselves to effectively enforce them in a timely manner, no permanent monitoring of the commitments by the Commission is required. In those cases, an intervention by the Commission would only be necessary in cases where the parties do not comply with the solutions found by those dispute resolution mechanisms. However, the Commission will only be able to accept such commitments where the complexity does not lead to a risk of their effectiveness from the outset and where the monitoring devices proposed ensure that those commitments will be effectively implemented and the enforcement mechanism will lead to timely results”87.

On the other hand, the diversity of non-divestiture commitments was pointed out and it was emphasized that a uniform requirements list cannot be suggested for this type of commitments. In the continuation of the notice the role of arbitration in this type of commitments is explained.

“However, given the long duration of non-divestiture commitments and their frequent complexity, they often require a very high monitoring effort and specific monitoring tools in order to allow the Commission to conclude that they will effectively be implemented. Therefore, the Commission will often require the involvement of a trustee to oversee the implementation of such commitments and the establishment of a fast-track arbitration procedure in order to provide for a dispute resolution mechanism”88.

Actually, merger procedure reviews of the Commission are in a two-phase structure. As per article 6 of Concentration Regulation, if a merger procedure could bear competitive concerns in case it is allowed to, this verdict could be assigned with conditions and commitments in order for the parties to follow the commitments, that is to say the first phase (phase I). IF competitive concerns regarding the result of this procedure pose an important hazard, the Commission may proceed to the second phase (phase II). The table below shows the statistical information regarding the verdicts which involve arbitration commitment to monitor the implementation conditional merge allowance decisions.

87 Para 66.
88 Para 130.
### Table: Arbitration in the Commission’s Merger Allowance by Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verdicts which the Commission involved Arbitration Commitment between the years 1992 and 2009</th>
<th>Phase-1 verdicts</th>
<th>Phase-2 verdicts</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involving Arbitration</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Involving Arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involving Arbitration commitment</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural and Structural (Combined)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source 89*

When the statistics are examined, it can be seen that the Court included arbitration resolution regarding the correct implementation of resolutions in 57 out of 277 conditional allowance verdicts, in phase I or phase II, between the years 1992 and 2009. In other words, arbitration clause was included in almost 21% of the conditional allowance verdicts following the period when Concentration Regulation entered into force. From this point of view, it can be said that the number of verdicts which include arbitration article increased in parallel to allowing conditional mergers. Especially the increase in behavioural merger resolutions foreseeing arbitration shows that the use of arbitration as a tool of monitoring mechanism in the Commission’s conditional merger verdicts has come to the fore.

### 5.2.2 Commission's Practice of Arbitration in Conditional E.U. Mergers

The first guiding decision that the Commission directly included arbitration is *Alcatel/Thomson* 90(CSF-SCS) verdict. The verdict was about a joint venture named Société Commune de Satellites (“SCS”) which was founded to operate in fields such as defence and aviation between Alcatel and CSF Thomson (now known as Thales)91.

In the arbitration commitment section of the verdict, it was stated that any of the ventures which suffered from the commercial relationship with TTE and was a competitor of SCS joint venture could take its demand to arbitration judgment the way that the dispute could be resolved in limine. According to the verdict, powers of the arbitrator were sufficient to resolve the disputes. Together with the commitment in this text, the parties leave the

---


91 Because of the disputes arising from satellite manufacturing in operations of the joint venture of SCS and TWT via which Thales' company TTE (now TED) operates, The Commission identified a market foreclosure risk in terms of main satellite contractors and phase II was started due to the risk of serious anticompetitive effect.
resolution of the dispute to the arbitrator finally and thus this commitment will overreach being merely a behavioural commitment.

In Telia/Sonera\(^92\) verdict, it is seen that the Commission encouraged a conditional merger allowance decision that included the commitment of not making discrimination via arbitration judgment. In this case, a merger process between Telia, which is a Swiss telecommunication and cable TV operator and Scandinavia’s greatest service provider, and Sonera, which is one of the greatest cable TV and long distance telephone operators was commenced. The Commission, by considering the dominant position of Sonera, foresaw that in the event that Telia pulled out of the Finnish market, an anticompetitive structure would appear in the wireless communication market. The Commission also stated that the power of both ventures in the wholesale market could create a market foreclosure effect against retailers and cause monopolistic behaviour. Therefore, in the verdict the Commission asked for the merging ventures to bring some commitments to provide a prudential competitive environment in the market. Accordingly (a) Telia and Sonera would separate their mobile and immobile infrastructure in Switzerland and Finland and provide non-discriminating infrastructure service to 3\(^{rd}\) parties, (b) Telia would separate their mobile infrastructure in Finland and potential buyers would be ensured to benefit from commercial conditions of Sonera’s mobile infrastructure.

In the decision text, the Commission stated that the regulation regarding non-discriminating behaviours supported by arbitration judgment would secure transparency and thus 3\(^{rd}\) parties could determine such behaviours more easily and respond accordingly. This way, when arbitration proceeding is considered together with behavioural commitments, competitive concerns that foreclosure effects regarding upstream market may arise will be eliminated to a great extent.

In the Commission’s Reuters/Telerate\(^93\) verdict, the advantage of arbitration mechanism in the resolution of license agreement disputes was pointed out. The issue was concluding the merger procedure between Reuters, the world’s biggest multimedia information provider which provides special information for finance services, media and public sectors and, and Telerate, which operates as information provider in the field of finance. As a result of the procedure, Reuters was supposed gain control over Telerate. The Commission stated that in the market data platform market Telerate was a factor that provided competition against Reuters and that competition would decrease after the merger. The parties suggested a license agreement with special conditions to the Commission. The commission decided that a licence resolution would be more efficient rather than decomposition due to the position of Telerate in the financial market.

In conclusion, it was stated that arbitration mechanism within the context of commitment would provide “full protection”\(^94\) in disputes arising from license agreements and that licence agreement could be abrogated by arbitrator court award.\(^95\) For this reason, licence agreement is a part of commitment verdict.\(^96\)

Another verdict of the Commission dated 2009 was related to the takeover of T-Mobile, an Austrian telecommunication company, and mobile telephone operator Telering\(^97\). The interesting thing about the verdict was who would carry out arbitration judgment regarding the implementation of commitments of the parties for the acceptance of

---

\(^92\) Telia/Sonera, 10.7.2002, Comp/M.2803.
\(^93\) Reuters/Telerate, 23.5.2005, Comp/M.3692.
\(^94\) Para. 33.
\(^95\) Para. 27.
\(^97\) Austria/Telering, 26.4.2006, Comp/M.3916
the procedure in this conditional takeover. In this case, the subject—matter was the takeover of Telering firm, which provided service to the final consumers in Austria telecommunication market at an affordable cost, by T-Mobile, one of the telecom companies in the market. The Commission concluded that even if T-Mobile was not going to be dominant after the procedure, competitive Telering’s pulling out of the market would prevent competition in terms of final consumers in Austria mobile telephone market. Following this decision, the parties made a commitment that UMTS frequencies owned by Telering would be separated into H3G and another small company in the market. Although, the aforesaid commitment may be described as structural and monitoring mechanism is not quite effective in this kind of commitments, arbitration mechanism has been included here for being long-term. According to the verdict, in case of a dispute between the parties in terms of fulfilling the commitments, Austrian Regulatory for Telecommunications would serve as arbitrator.

In Axalto/Gemplus verdict of the Commission, a two-phase system was brought in terms of monitoring commitments and dispute resolutions. The procedure was the takeover of Gemplus International SA via purchasing shares by Axalto Holding NV, which operated in magnetic smart card market. According to the verdict, Axalto was to assign a trustee who would consider 3rd parties views on commitments. The duty of this person was to ensure that commitment would be implemented easily as a phase before arbitration. In the event that disputes were not resolved by this person, then 3rd party benefactors could demand a fast arbitration process.

Another way arbitration mechanism is used by the Commission is granting the arbitrators to make “preliminary decision” in a merger procedure which includes arbitration phase and is in the phase of inquiry. Current examples of this method are seen in the verdicts about consolidations in airlines. Within the last three and four years the Commission granted conditional allowance to some mergers and prohibited some mergers in this sector.

For example, the Commission foresaw a two-phase resolution regarding resolution disputes arising from commitments in the verdict about the takeover of Austria airline by Lufthansa, the greatest airline of Germany, alone. According to the verdict, the trustee would monitor the commitments, but in case a potential firm new in aviation sector, or a new airline service provider thought that these commitments were not implemented correctly, then they would apply to arbitration mechanism. The arbitrators assigned by the parties could make preliminary decisions on disagreed points till a third party assigned the arbitrator. Moreover, in case of the existence of contractual conditions that caused dispute in the preliminary or final decision, they could make decisions to provide compliance with commitments. During this process arbitrators could demand any kind of information from the parties. Also, burden of proof belonged to the party that demanded arbitration. The verdict of the arbitrators would bind the parties, yet when the problem of interpretation regarding the implementation of commitments arose, the Commission could be asked for opinion.

98 Also the Commission asked for opinion to Austrian Regulatory Authority for Telecommunications regarding commitments following the market analysis of commitments. In their view Austrian Regulatory Authority for Telecommunications stated that commitments were sufficient to strengthen the role of small competitors and were mandatory conditions to keep the level of competition same as it was used to be.
99 Here a regulatory authority is assigned as arbitrator and thus when a problem regarding the implementation of commitments occurs in the market which is already supervised by the authority, the regulatory authority notifies the parties and competition authority steps in in the next phase. Besides, in markets where there is this kind of supervisory institution already behavioural commitments and arbitration mechanism is more efficient and thus more preferable.
100 Axalto/Gemplus, 19.5.2006, Comp/M.3998.
101 For similar files see Schneider Electric/APC, 8.2.2007, Comp/M.4475; SFR/Tele 2 France, 18.7.2007, Comp/M.4504.
103 Lufthansa/Austrian Airlines, 28.8.2009, Comp/M.5440
When the common traits of the aforesaid verdicts are examined, it is possible to conclude that:

- In comprehensive takeovers that bear competitive concerns, the parties’ commitments to apply for arbitration are on their own free will and this commitment is presented to the Commission in written.

- Arbitration commitments in the verdicts do not eliminate the authority of the Commission in monitoring and ensuring the correct implementation of resolutions and are accepted as secondary obligation.

- There is an attempt of resolving the disputes ex-ante in resolutions that include arbitration.

- In the merger procedures, in disputes that may arise from issues such as contractual disputes during the implementation of commitments arbitration board has a judicial function.

5.2.3 Divestiture /Decomposition Expert and Arbitrage

In many recent conditional allowance verdicts of the Commission, it was foreseen to assign a trustee who would function as a supervisor or discriminator. For example according to Axalto and T-Mobile verdicts, the duty of these people would be to ensure the implementation of arbitration with ease as the phase before arbitration. In the event that disputes were not resolved by these people, then 3rd person beneficiaries could demand a fast-track arbitration process. Divestiture experts /supervisor experts who are assumed to have a secondary function have undertaken a more active duty in some comprehensive merger verdicts recently.

In Gaz de France/Suez verdict which is one of the verdicts that includes commitment in energy sector the power of the arbitrator and emissaries were regulated. According to the decision, any dispute that could arise from commitments regarding gas reserves would be resolved by an assigned person who worked in a regulatory institution of gas transmission and trade in Belgium. The decisions of this person would be binding for the parties of the dispute. However, in the event that the parties were not satisfied with the decision, they would apply to arbitration. Accordingly arbitration decision would be preferred over the assigned person’s decision and be binding.

6.3 The Status of 3rd Person Benefiter in Arbitration Commitment and its Interaction with the Powers of the Arbitrator

Basically arbitration commitment is bringing commitments on the merging party that that could entitle rights for merging enterprise or 3rd party within the extent of resolution package within the scope of condition merger allowance of the Commission.

Typically, in commencement of an arbitration process, the 3rd person who has benefits regarding the process and who wants to state a demand to the merging party will base on the arbitration article in the commitment letter attached to the Commission’s verdict or in the main text of the Commission verdict. If 3rd person benefiter contracts an implementation agreement to ensure the implementation of behavioural commitment regarding the merging party, she/he can base on the commitment article in this agreement. In some conditional

104 Gaz de France/Suez, 14.11.2006, Comp/M.4180.
allowance verdicts of the Commission, it is seen that commitment agreements are included attached together with the arbitration clause. Again, in some verdicts, the commitment of notifying potential 3rd person benefiters who would benefit from the merger procedure may apply to arbitration is included.

As a matter of fact, in the arbitration method regarding the commitments in the merger verdicts arbitrators may make decisions on mainly two issues:

- Resolving disputes arising from implementation agreements in the characteristics of subsidiary commitments which have been prepared regarding the implementation of the commitments included in the attachment of merger verdict in line with classic commercial arbitration principles.

- Resolving the disputes arising from the commitments of the merging party in regard to the points in the commitment section of the merger verdict in line with the basis and method in the arbitration commitment.

In this context for the disputes related to merger verdicts, the process shown in the below scheme operates.

![Scheme: The Role of Arbitrator in Arbitration Judgment and Interaction with the Parties](image)

Accordingly, the implementation of arbitration by arbitrators is composed of a number of interrelated phases. First of all, the arbitrator will resolve any kind of fact and procedural dispute arising from implementation agreement (e.g. subsidiary agreements, licence agreements) in order to ensure the compliance with behavioural commitments and then will consider the compliance of this agreement with commitments/verdict. The commitment verdict will be binding in terms of the Commission and the parties of the merger and the

---

106 For example, in Reuters (Comp/M.3692) verdict, the licence agreement contracted between US Hyperfeed Technologies and enterprise regarding Telerate’s MDP product is in the appendix of the Commission verdict. (Reuters/Telerate Case No COMP/M.3692). For similar verdicts, see: *Tetra Laval/Sidel*, 13.1.2003, Comp/M.2416; *Shell/DEA*, 20.12.2001, Comp/M.2389; *Iberia/Vueling/Clickair*, Comp/M.5364; *Lufthansa/SNAH*, Comp/M.5335.


implementation agreement regarding the private law of the process will bind both the parties of the merger and 3rd person beneficiers (e.g. 3rd persons to benefit from licence agreement). As a result of this, 3rd person beneficiers\textsuperscript{109} will be bound by the arbitration commitment to the extent that the arbitration article in implementation agreement is close to the main verdict or attached arbitration commitment in terms of content\textsuperscript{110}

Besides, it is possible to list the main powers of the arbitrators in this process as follows:

- The power of demanding any kind of information necessary for the resolution of disputes.
- The commitment of secrecy.
- The power of making inquiry-like examination in case assigned to resolve the dispute.
- Especially in implementation agreements connected to the verdict which is the subject matter of arbitration, the commitment of taking temporary protection precautions when necessary to protect the right which is the subject matter of arbitration.
- The commitment of taking the proofs provided by the parties into consideration and termination of dispute resolution speedily.

Finally, an arbitrator(s) is obliged to accept previous implementations of E.U. competition law rules and market conditions to which the dispute is related as reference point.

5.2.5 Arbitrability of Article 101, 102

One important verdict which dealt with public order and arbitrability of competition law is *Eco Swiss China Ltd v Benetton International NV (Eco Swiss)*\textsuperscript{111} case which was heard in Danish Court initially and then taken to European Court of Justice. Benetton was sentenced to compensation by the arbitration board on grounds of avoiding the contract between itself and Bulovain unjustly. Upon this verdict, Benetton stated that the licence contract was contrary to article (a) 81 (now article 101) due to the provisions regarding market share and that (b) article 81 was related to public order as per Danish Legal Proceedings Law. The appeal court stated in their verdict that article 81 was part of public order as per Danish Adjective Law since articles 81 and 82 were the guarantee of the future common market and that the sanctions in the article were the milestone of this guarantee. Besides, it stated that

\textsuperscript{109} 3rd parties via arbitration article in conditional merger allowance verdicts may demand rights from parties who made some commitments by basing on these commitments within the extent of the verdict in which merger-takeover has been notified and the process has been allowed conditionally. Accordingly, main rights that parties may demand are as follows: The compensation of the damages caused by the parties implementing the commitments incorrectly or not implementing at all, and/or if there is a complex agreement based on a private resolution in the verdict fulfilling the commitments basing on this contract.


\textsuperscript{111} Eco Swiss China Time Ltd v. Benetton International NV [1999] ECR I-3055. The importance of this case stems from the fact that the relationship between Union competition law and arbitration judgment was first asked to and demanded for opinion to European Court of Justice. In the case, Benetton International NV (Benetton), centred in Denmark, Eco Swiss China Time Ltd (Hong Kong) and Bulova Corporation (Bulova), centred in the U.S., contracted an 8-year licence contract. According to the contract the watches to be manufactured would be called Benetton and Bulova. Eco Swiss was supposed to manufacture and distribute. The contract included an arbitration article that disputes arising from this contract would be arbitrated by Netherland Arbitration Court (NIA). Later, Benetton notified Bulova and Eco Swiss to dissolve the contract for copyright issues but the parties denied this notification and applied to arbitration judgment. As a result of the judgment, the Court found Benetton’s dissolve notification to be unjust and sentenced Benetton to pay 30 million dollars compensation for dissolving the contract unjustly.
because the mentioned provisions of the Agreement were part of public order, the general court or arbitration board was obliged to implement these rules ex officio even it had to exceed parties will. Consequently, appeal court acknowledged Benetton to be right in the verdict.

In its analysis, Supreme Court stated that in order for an arbitration award to be contrary to public order in terms of domestic law, arbitration award had to breach mandatory articles and that an arbitration award which breached the articles of competition law in terms of Danish domestic law could not be seen as contrary to public order. However, the question of how the issue must be interpreted when community competition law is regarded is left unanswered.

In order to eliminate uncertainties related to the issue, 5 questions (3 questions regarding the essence of the issue and 2 questions regarding the procedure) were asked to ECJ by Supreme Court.

- Should arbitration board implement this article ex officio in a situation in which arbitration parties did not demand the implementation of article 81?
- If a court in Denmark thinks that an arbitration award is contrary to article 81, can it reverse this verdict on the grounds that it is contrary to public order?
- Should the court in Denmark reverse arbitration award if it thinks that the issue of applicability of article 81 is out of the scope of dispute and the verdict is contrary to public order in a situation in which arbitrators do not make a verdict regarding this issue?

European Court of Justice gave a positive answer to question 2, the most comprehensive question. Therefore, according to the Court of Justice, contradiction to article 81 may be a cause of reversal in terms of public order if it is seen to be a cause of reversal in the related country’s domestic law.

An Eco Swiss case-connected verdict of Court of Justice is the Vincenzo Manfredi v Lloyd Adriatico Assicurazioni SpA (Manfredi) verdict dated July, 2006. Similar to the interpretation in Eco Swiss case, the verdict stated articles 81 and 82 to be a matter of public order that had to be implemented ipso facto by national courts. According to this decision, while reviewing arbitration award, judges must consider the verdict’s compatibility with Union’s competition law rules as a matter of public order.

At this point, a dispute can be pointed out between party autonomy principle, which is a widely accepted rule, and arbitrators’ duty of implementing competition law regulations ex-officio. The aforesaid dispute brings up two questions: Can the judges be enjoined to implement Union’s competition law rules without being authorised to over party autonomy which arbitration judgment parties have in terms of the law to be applied? Also, an important matter, which Supreme Court did not ask to Court of Justice in Eco Swiss case, is what the extent of review that local courts have on arbitration verdicts must be. These questions have been discussed within the frame of “second look” doctrine.

---


113 The Court did not consider answering questions 1 and 3 which are related to question 2 after this interpretation as necessary.


115 In “second look” doctrine the extent and intensity of review of arbitration awards by courts are discussed. (Nazzini, R. and Blanke, G. “Arbitration and ADR of Global Competition Disputes: Taking Stock (Part III)”, G.C.L.R., (2008), p.143). The purpose of “Second look” doctrine is to determine whether the court is obliged to implement articles 81 and 81 (now 101 and 102) and whether it is responsible for checking the compliance of award with competition law and to determine the extent of this obligation if there is such an obligation in situations in which the court is applied to reverse or recognise arbitration award.
Another important and related case is *Thales v Euromissiles (Thales)* case. Thales which was found to be unjust in ICC arbitration asserted that arbitrators did not regard article 81 during the judgement and that the contract with the other party was invalid. In addition to these, Thales appealed to Paris Court of Appeal on the grounds that the verdict was contrary to “international public order”. In its primary verdict, the court ascertained that both parties did not assert the invalidity of the contract until Thales appealed the case and interrogated Thales’ autonomy in the appellate procedure. In the other part of the verdict, the court emphasized the legal security principle and pointed out that in order to assume that international public order was breached, this breach had to be apparent, effective and concrete; thus, it could only make an evaluation regarding the validity of the verdict.

In another case, the national court found the implementation of a foreign arbitration award to be contrary to E.U. competition law rules and denied it on the grounds of public order (*MDI v. Van Raalte case*). In the case, Van Raalte litigated against the arbitration verdict that it was faulty in the license contract with MDI and demanded reversal of the verdict in accordance with the related provisions of Denmark Law of Civil Procedure and New York Convention article V (2). Denmark Court of First Instance found the verdict to be contrary to article 101 on the grounds that exclusivity agreement included provisions regarding market share and concluded that public order was violated because of territorial restriction which could not benefit from exemption and which included a provision contrary to article 101.

It is possible to see a similar approach in *Cytec v. SNF* verdict of Belgium Court of First Instance. The incident was a long-term supply agreement regarding acryl amide substance contracted between Cytec and SNF. In their verdict, arbitration board concluded that the main agreement between the parties had the characteristics of breaching article 101 of the Contract. Appellate Court which examined the verdict emphasized the legitimacy of arbitration judgement and stated that arbitration board was authorised to examine whether the agreement was valid or not and that arbitration award was a subsidiary review on their side.

In the light of the aforementioned verdicts, it is possible to say that examination within the scope of public order under the supervision of arbitration awards is seen as a supervision device in terms of the implementation of E.U. competition rules.

As a matter of fact today, absolute finality of arbitral awards are the main principle of arbitration judgement. The practical result of this is the fact that arbitration awards are not subject to review as a rule just like the verdict of a country’s court is not subject to appellate by court of last resort. Therefore, denial of the reversal or implementation of arbitration award will be in question in limited circumstances and the limitation of this review which is aimed at base consists of public order and *ultra petita*.

At this point, disputes over competition law rules which are accepted to be among mandatory rules and public order bring up the issue of to what extent review of arbitration awards must be made.

---

118 By referring to Eco Swiss case, the Court stated that the main contract between the parties was anticompetitive prima facie since the product which is the subject of the contract was manufactured and sold in Benelux countries. Consequently, Danish Court concluded that arbitration award must be denied within the context of the provisions of the Convention.
5.2.6  Application of Article 101(3) of TFEU by Arbitrators

Together with the inurement of Regulation no. 1/2003, a new period commenced in terms of block exemption authority, and the E.U. Commission was unauthorised regarding immunising 121 and thus, the member country courts were granted to immunise. Following this regulation, whether arbitrators have individual immunising right or not has become a matter of discussion. The key issue is the direct applicability of competition law provisions 122.

Another question is whether arbitrators are authorised to implement block exemption provision in 101(3) in terms of arbitrability of member countries competition law regulations. However, in the current situation there is not an approach that prevents arbitrators from individual immunising in the member countries. 123. Although, there are some opposing views in the doctrine, it is thought that arbitrators that recognize goods and service market related to the dispute issue could resolve the issue better by evaluating individual immunising conditions especially complex economic proofs than general courts which do not have expertise 125.

To wrap up, disputes of arbitrality related to Article 101(3) is the most controversial side of arbitrability of competition disputes in E.U.

---

121 Besides, with Regulation no. 1/2003 (OJ L 1/1, 4.1.2003) the system in which parties could evaluate their situation in terms of the conditions in article 102 was started and thus the procedure of notifying for exemption was eliminated.

122 As per articles 101 and 102 of the Contract and the effects of The Commission verdicts in accordance with E.U. law are (the principle of direct effect. According to this effect related provisions and the Commission verdicts are binding upon member countries and national courts of these countries and are part of domestic laws of member countries. Another important principle for E.U. constitutional law is the doctrine of supremacy. According to this principle, E.U. law and E.U. competition law is superior to domestic laws of member countries and in case of a conflict with laws of member countries, E.U. law is implemented. According to the principle of inter-institutional collaboration, judicial offices are obliged to be in collaboration with the institutions of the Union. Finally, when E.U. competition law is considered, The Commission has supervisory judicial authority to the extent that behaviour which involves breach has an important effect in the domestic market and has the duty of ensuring correct implementation of E.U. competition law rules (Commission as the guardian of the treaties).


CHAPTER 6: Different Approaches in the Review of Arbitration Awards

6.1 General

Answers to the question of what the intensity of review would be in circumstances in which arbitration awards were reviewed within the context of public order have been searched in different verdicts for the last decade following the verdict of European Court of Justice in Eco Swiss case.

After Thales case, two different views have come out in the review of arbitration awards: maximalist approach and minimalist approach.

According to the maximalist approach, the primary thing is to review arbitration awards down to the last detail. The purpose is to supervise whether competition law is applied “correctly” or not. In order for the courts to make an effective evaluation, a tight control standard must be established. Re-examining arbitration awards completely and thus discovery is an inevitable result of extending arbitrability to competition law disputes according to the supporters of this view. Hereby, the danger of using arbitration to avoid competition law provisions will be eliminated.

The minimalist approach view the situation in terms of basic principles of arbitration law and bindingness of arbitration awards. According to this approach, reversal, recognition or denial of exequatur of the verdict as a result of the review of arbitration awards is possible in exceptional cases: a) the verdict’s causing gross and serious competition breach, b) ignoring E.U. competition law completely during the verdict making process although it is asserted by the parties manifestly.

For Brozolo, courts must be contented with whether arbitrators point out these issues or not and whether they resolve these issues sufficiently or not when encountering arbitration awards bearing competition law disputes. Another argument of the aforesaid approach is that supervisory national courts may not be as experienced as arbitrators in implementing E.U. competition law rules and they sometimes implement E.U. competition law rules defectively.

Except for prima facie mistakes, a review directs to the basis of the dispute which tarnishes the validity of a verdict (prohibition of re-examination of the cause of action-révision au fond). So that, re-examining arbitration awards completely in the court will be contradictory to the purpose of arbitration judgement in the first place. For this reason, courts must be able to reverse a judgment when the foundations of public order are shaken. On the other hand, while Court of Justice was interpreting public order by considering the provisions of the Convention in Eco Swiss case, it preferred to integrate E.U. public order concept with related national concepts and interpreted international public order limitedly. Similar verdicts of the courts both in this case and after support the views of minimalist approach.

Practices regarding the review of arbitration awards show that minimalist approach finds approval among the national courts in the E.U.

---

128 The general statements of Gordon Blanke
In conclusion, national courts deciding to reverse or deny the implementation of arbitration awards on the grounds of public order is allocated to the situation in which a problem related to competition law is ignored completely or causes an apparent and serious breach which affects the “prima facie” basis. In the light of these entire data, it can be said that the approach in review of arbitration awards sides with minimalist approach.

6.2 Arbitrator’s Collaboration with the Commission and Competition Authorities and the Commission’s role as Amicus Curiae

Review of arbitration awards by state courts should not be understood as an unlimited review. It may be thought that this review is to ensure arbitration awards’ compliance with laws. However, the risk is the possibility of seeing arbitration courts as a “pre-inspection authority” that is applied to before state courts.

At this point, in order to gain the advantages expected from arbitration judgement—especially in terms of arbitration awards in which disputes regarding competition law are discussed— the idea of collaboration between arbitration courts and the Commission is emphasized. For arbitration judgments, which include competition law disputes, collaboration with the Commission is a two-way discussion:

- Arbitrators demanding annotation about commitments of the Commission in the conditional permission verdicts in the merger or regarding the correct implementation of EU competition law provisions directly.
- The commission that is obliged to oversee the correct implementation of EU competition law provisions as per article 211 of the Treaty delivering opinion qua amicus curiae to provide the correct implementation of commitments in the conditional merger permission verdicts (and thus public order).

As per article 15 (1) of Regulation no. 1/2003 courts of member countries have been granted to ask questions to the Commission directly regarding the implementation issues of articles 101 and 102. Also, courts have been charged with handing in one copy of the verdicts to the Commission regarding the cases in which articles 101 and 102 are implemented. As per article 15 (3) of the Regulation, it was ensured that competition authorities of the member countries could notify in written to the courts to implement articles 101 and 102 at their own

131 Article 211: In order to ensure the proper functioning and development of the common market, the Commission shall:
- ensure that the provisions of this Treaty and the measures taken by the institutions pursuant thereto are applied, - formulate recommendations or deliver opinions on matters dealt with in this Treaty, if it expressly so provides or if the Commission considers it necessary, - have its own power of decision and participate in the shaping of measures taken by the Council and by the European Parliament in the manner provided for in this Treaty, - exercise the powers conferred on it by the Council for the implementation of the rules laid down by the latter.

132 The concept “amicus curiae” in terms of arbitration judgment is used to express the active or passive involvement of the Commission in an ordinary arbitration process regarding both commitments and EU competition law by maintaining a stance for arbitration courts (Nisser, C. and Blanke, G. “Reflections on the Role of the European Commission as Amicus Curiae in International Arbitration Proceedings”, E.C.L.R., Issue 4, (2006), p. 174.).

133 “In proceedings for the application of Article 81 or Article 82 of the Treaty, courts of the Member States may ask the Commission to transmit to them information in its possession or its opinion on questions concerning the application of the Community competition rules.”

134 “Competition authorities of the Member States, acting on their own initiative, may submit written observations to the national courts of their Member State on issues relating to the application of Article 81 or Article 82 of the Treaty. With the permission of the court in question, they may also submit oral observations to the national courts of their Member State. Where the coherent application of Article 81 or Article 82 of the Treaty so requires, the Commission, acting on its own initiative, may submit written observations to courts of the Member States. With the permission of the court in question, it may also make oral observations. For the purpose of the preparation of their observations only, the competition authorities of the Member States and the Commission may request the relevant court of the Member State to transmit or ensure the transmission to them of any documents necessary for the assessment of the case.”
discretion. In this case, national competition authorities act as amicus curiae. However, the aforesaid provisions are not applicable to arbitration boards by grammatical interpretation.

According to the view that it would not be right to implement the duty of notifying orally or in written to arbitration judgement as per article 15(3) of Regulation, national competition authorities interfering with the arbitration process based on parties’ freedom of will in terms of the law to be applied would tarnish the principles of exclusivity, independence and trust. In the doctrine the pre-condition of the issue is the fact that parties of arbitration judgment must consent to the involvement of authorities in the first place.

The involvement of the commission or competition authorities may arise in these circumstances:

- One of the arbitration parties could have applied to the delegation and demand the involvement of competition authority in the process.
- 3rd party or parties whose interest could be affected via arbitration judgement could have applied to the competition authority directly.
- Competition authority may want to get involved in a current arbitration judgement to deliver an opinion or in another way.
- Arbitration board may demand to obtain written or oral information from the Commission.

If one of the parties asks for the interference of competition authority with arbitration judgement, the arbitration board have a choice. First, the arbitration board will resolve this demand positively or negatively and then decide whether interference of the authority will be allocated to procedural issues only or to the basis of dispute. At this point, independence from other querelas and the principle of parties’ autonomy are in a way in conflict. It is stated that authority’s interference in a case regarding the basis is accepted to tarnish the independence of arbitration judgment.

In addition to all these points, the arbitration awards are binding upon competition authorities under no circumstances even if the subject-matter and parties are the same. It is controversial to what extent competition authorities’ verdicts on the same issue and parties would be binding upon arbitration board. In general, it is emphasized that competition authorities must consider the following points in their roles as amicus curiae in arbitration judgments:

- The involvement of competition authorities in arbitration process should not be contrary to the parties consent.

---

137 At this point, what must not be overlooked is the fact that the Commission may demand documents necessary for the determination of whether there is always a contract, decision or action which restricts competition within the extent of the Commission’s administrative powers.
• In cases in which parties do not have valid consent, arbitration board must apply to the authorities only when there is the risk of reversing the judgment or such interference must be allowed.

• Written or oral involvement of the authority in the arbitration process must be limited to arbitrators’ making applicable verdicts.

• Principles of confidentiality and equality of the parties should not be breached during the interference of the authorities.

• Competition authorities are not bound to arbitration award even when the issue and parties are the same. However, arbitrators are obliged to consider the previous authority verdicts to make applicable verdicts.

Involvement of a competition authority with a present arbitration judgement (for example by choosing the arbitrator when necessary) or supervision of judgement could occur especially when conditional merger verdicts are given commitment.
CHAPTER 7: Conclusion

Hence, what is the role of arbitration in competition law and what are its limits? Arbitration as a traditional means of dispute resolution dates back to old times. Arbitration, which was previously used in resolution of interpersonal disputes, has been institutionalised with the increase of international trade.

Parties will of freedom is the basis of parties, yet it is seen that this freedom has some limitations. States have determined the limits of arbitrability in their domestic regulations regarding procedural law. In this process the more states interfere with arbitration judgment, the more limited field are arbitrable. Property ownership is also arbitrable in many countries which have accepted wide arbitrability norms.

A closely related concept with arbitrability is public order. Public order could be accepted as being the body of values that states have created from their past accumulations. New York Convention, which is one of the arbitration regulations that has the highest participation, has arranged that in issues which are thought to be a part of public order in countries’ domestic laws the implementation of arbitration awards could be denied. Therefore, countries’ understanding of public order has been described as a cause for reversing a judgment in terms of arbitration awards.

In the U.S., which is one of the most experienced countries in arbitration, demands originating from competition law have started to be accepted as arbitrability together with Mitsubishi verdict. In this verdict “second look” doctrine which has affected following verdicts in the U.S. has been justified. With this doctrine, it has been stated that competition law disputes are eligible to arbitration and that court review is a guarantee of this eligibility.

After this step the way arbitrators authority in terms of competition law is perceived has been parallel with courts attitude towards this issue. These discussions in E.U. competition law gone down to the fact that courts must only interfere with arbitration awards when they see obvious “breach of competition”. According to this view, the existence of such a breach may be a cause that impedes public order. In Eco Swiss case, which is among the verdicts that has directed E.U. competition law, Court of Justice stated that review of arbitration awards must be limited and pertain to exceptional cases.

Discussions regarding the implementation of E.U. competition law rules by judicial authorities have taken on another dimension with the Regulation no. 1/2003. The fact that exclusive authority of the Commission in recognising individual exemption has terminated and the courts have been granted to provide exemption initiated discussions on the fact that arbitrators also have this authority tacitly.

Another significant implication of arbitration in the E.U. is the fact that arbitration has been included in terms of supervision of the implementations of commitments in the Commission’s conditional merger verdicts. The Commission has come to the fore in supervision of merger processes via arbitration. In this sense, it can be said that competition law and arbitration judgement has two concurrent points:

- Arbitration in which individuals (arbitrators in arbitration judgment) or arbitration institutions implement competition law as private law sanction.
- Arbitration as a subsidiary tool in implementation of public law by competition authorities.

The first one constitutes majority of arbitration cases regarding competition law. Here, arbitrators’ function is the transfer of the damage caused by the party that violated competition rules to the other party ex post. Arbitrators contribute to the implementations of
ex-ante competition authorities in conditional permission verdicts included in arbitration resolution.

Because of its nature, arbitration is precious, even the parties will need courts to enforce the arbitration agreement and arbitral awards. International trade and investments among states and private companies are increasing, so demands making international commercial arbitration more effective. A solution for this is to reform the national statutes on arbitration and make the national courts to support the arbitral process. Indeed, without this, arbitration will remain ineffective, particularly in developing economies.

So, what are the advantages of arbitration in competition law? The advantages gained from arbitration are obvious and they are well known by its practitioners. A benefit of the arbitration is that arbitration provides better framework and legal ground for both parties. If the parties are different from each other in line with their culture, experiences and backgrounds or geographical places, arbitration provides a compromise place.

There are many advantages of arbitration over litigation in the courts. Firstly, arbitration allows parties to keep their dispute private. The final award is not accessible to third parties. The hearing does not take place in a formal place of a courtroom unlike litigation, where the claim form is a public document and mostly a party can not use public interest attracted in this way in order to support its case.

Secondly, parties have the chance to choose their own arbitration rules and procedures. So, it is significant that parties can make an accurate contract. For this reason, there are some institutions (e.g. International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) who have already made fair and commercially acceptable rules. So that, parties do not have to spend much time for preparing contracts and they can easily modify ready-made ones. On the other hand, this possibility does not exist in the court litigation whose rules are mainly inflexible.

Moreover, in arbitration, there are mainly softer rules than the court litigation that parties do not have to disclose all the documents and it leads cost less. As a result of this, unlike in the court may happen, parties do not need to reveal all important documents and information to other parties.

Furthermore, parties can assign more than one arbitrator. The assigned arbitrators can also assign other arbitrators. As a consequence, in arbitration, there are likely more experts who have better qualification and experiences that may not be found in the ordinary courts. It is an important fact to find solutions for commercial disputes.

Besides, thanks to the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards 1958, one of the main advantages of arbitration is the ease of enforcement of an arbitration award. The Convention’s 1st article states: “This Convention shall apply to the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards made in the territory of a State other than the State where the recognition and enforcement of such awards are sought.” And at article 3 says: “Each Contracting State shall recognise arbitral awards as binding and enforce them in accordance with the rules of procedure of the territory where the award is relied upon”. Article V of the New York Convention indicates that the recognition or enforcement of a Convention award may be declined only if the party against whom the award is invoked can prove the existence of one or more of a number of specific defences. The New York Convention has currently been signed by more than 120 countries, as a result of this, arbitration awards have greater recognition in the world than many national court decisions.
In the light of these advantages, parties should take into account some facts regarding arbitrating disputes involving competition law when they make an arbitration agreement. First of all, they should settle the arbitration as a clause which covers all possible disputes, especially if boilerplate provisions are used. Hence, it should be obvious in the agreement that arbitration clause should cover all the disputes that may occur between the relation and claims of the parties. Secondly, the parties should choose the arbitral rules and arbitrators carefully. It provides crucial benefits for the parties if a dispute arises. Also, parties should consider the different procedures between the litigation and arbitration process. For instance, obligations such as disclosure can be different in a national court which can cause results that parties do not actually wish. Finally, if a dispute arises, parties should seek other applicable competition laws that can assist their dispute to assure their agreed substantive law.
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